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NEW QUESTION: 1
A security architect is responsible for the protection of a new
home banking system. Which of the following solutions can BEST
improve the confidentiality and integrity of this external
system?
A. Web Application Firewall (WAF)
B. One-time Password (OTP) token
C. Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)

D. Denial of Service (DoS) protection solution
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A security analyst is trying to determine if a host is active
on a network. The analyst first attempts the following:
The analyst runs the following command next:
Which of the following would explain the difference in results?
A. ICMP is being blocked by a firewall.
B. The routing tables for ping and hping3 were different.
C. The original ping command needed root permission to execute.
D. hping3 is returning a false positive.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure DevOps organization named Contoso and an
Azure subscription.
You use Azure DevOps to build and deploy a web app named App1.
Azure Monitor is configured to generate an email notification
in response to alerts generated whenever App1 generates a
server-side error.
You need to receive notifications in Microsoft Teams whenever
an Azure Monitor alert is generated.
Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer
presents part of the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Create an Azure logic app that has an Azure DevOps trigger.
B. Create an Azure logic app that has an HTTP request trigger.
C. Create an Azure Monitor workbook.
D. Modify an action group in Azure Monitor.
E. Modify the Diagnostics settings in Azure Monitor.
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/a
ction-groups-logic-app

NEW QUESTION: 4
The Web application firewall performs anomaly detection on HTTP
requests to effectively prevent malicious network intrusions
such as web page tampering, information leakage, Trojan horse
implantation and so on.
A. False
B. True
Answer: B
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